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Short Course Challenge
– KCF Round 1 ……

What’s in this month’s edition?
•

Another great read – we hope!

•

How about sending us a story or two!
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APRIL 2019
We have taken the deliberate decision this month to delay the magazine a week, to
have some more to report. By the time you read this, we should have had the running of
the KCF Rallysport Short Course Challenge 1 at Glastonbury. Reports appear later in the
magazine, but since I write this before it, I can only say that Clerk of Course Craig Porter
has been out and found a new section to replace one used for the last couple of years.
Having done the roadbook, I know that he has also varied the format a bit to include
one long stage (longer than the norm) and one short sprint. Better opportunity on the
longer stage to get into the groove on notes, and the short one is up for grabs depending
on how the crews want to attack. Go for broke, slow and steady, or whatever is your
speed. Not enough in that one to win the event perhaps, but enough to lose it for sure.
Of course, Keith Fackrell is back to support it again as he has done since 1996. So should
be a good weekend out on the forest. Sadly, my car is still not quite ready so going to
turn my hand to servicing. Not something I have done for many a year.
Also, in this edition we have a full report on last month’s exciting Off-Road. I touched on
it last month but full marks to Barry for persevering to bring this format back to the Club
after a painful hiatus. The sport has changed a bit in the last few years with the side x
side format developing significantly. Unfortunately, with the various ructions between
disparate factions with Off-Roading, we have had a few false starts. Like all these things
the big losers are the organisers who toil away spending lots of their own time and money
for the event to fall flat. But those days are past and just rewards for Barry’s perseverance
to produce such a result.
Looking ahead, there is much planning going on towards the rest of the year’s events.
The Club is planning two QRC events this year, and I know Simon and Margot have been
out and about looking at roads. I for one am looking forward to the SR Automotive
Manumbar Rally, and who knows the Alfa might (it bloody better) be putting in an
appearance after its nose job and heart transplant. Plus of course later in the year the
Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally as our second QRC round. Always
something to look forward to.
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This magazine is also the last before the AGM on April 10th. This is as always, your chance
to have your say on how the Club is run. We very much need people to attend and
contribute. So please take the time and mark it in your diary. Members would also have
received the annual financial reports by now. The Club has had a financially
unspectacular year. We have held our own which is fine. We have also in that period
managed to fork out over $10K on new timing gear in the form of the long overdue TAG
clocks last year. On top of the start display clocks the year before we have been able
to renew our timing gear to give us years of service ahead.
That aside, we do need to assess the future trajectory of the Club’s finances. Upgrading
equipment is just something we should be able to do annually, since we must. While we
are ‘stable’, there is a principle in business that if you are not going forward you are going
backward.
Waiting
and
hoping
for
more
competitors/sponsors/income of some form is not a strategy.
It was put to me by a member recently, that the Club should
be in debt. That way members will be more likely to step in
and help with fund-raising.
Not a methodology I would
advocate. I saw the stress endured by a few over many years
trying to repay our last debt. Much better I would suggest
that we set ourselves a target and raise funds towards it.
A new communication system perhaps?
Of course, the AGM is when the current board steps
down
and new elections are held. It is with a heavy heart that I must announce that I will be
stepping away from being President and from the board at the AGM. Those close to
me will know that last months have been somewhat torrid in my professional life. So I feel
the need to simplify my life. I am also realising these activities are preventing me from
devoting adequate time to promoting the Club’s agenda. Someone has to be fighting
always for the Club’s interests and I am no longer able to adequately do that. I do feel
though that I am leaving the board with some proud achievements. I do not lay claim
to them by any stretch, many, many hands made light work, but I feel I influenced the
result.
When I did my first rally as a competitor in 2013 I must admit to being somewhat
underwhelmed at the state of the sport in Queensland. There were a few QRC’s around
and not much else to offer. That year also marked the start of the last round of the Club’s
financial woes. So, I felt that I needed to do something and joined the board. Six years
later, we have a new accounting system in place, which is simple and transparent.
Allowing us to understand our costs and see at a glance how our events perform. We
have lots of new equipment, trailers, clocks and many other less noticeable things. We
also have a significant cash reserve to use for a rainy day (sometimes literally) or to invest
in the future. We are running more varied events more often, with some signs of new
officials moving into key positions. While I helped, it was built on the shoulders of many
others.
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But I do feel there is much more to do. Quite simply, I do
not believe I have achieved enough renewal in the Club
and broaden our appeal.
Our demographic, both
competitors and officials, is still heading the wrong
direction to be sustainable. It is perhaps time for some to
step back and perhaps mentor. It is also time for others to
step up.
No question about it.
The future is an
undiscovered territory. We need to go there, as we cannot
go back.
As for me personally, time is the most valuable thing we have. There is no more, we get
what we get. I would like to spend more time with the family and in the seat of my rally
car. In 15 years, it has a measly 10 events in its logbook. I never set out to be President
but I did set out to be a driver. With a bit more effort the Alfa GTV (Evo) 6.5, all fully legal
and PRC will hopefully make it back to a rally stage near you. It is such an exciting sport,
and such a great bunch of people to spend time with, I really do look forward to that.
So it is with profound gratitude that I thank the members of the BSCC board for their
support, Margaret of course for making life just that much easier, and all the members of
BSCC for their support and help. See you in a forest somewhere soon.

Peter Flynn
pflynnaus@gmail.com

I believe all Club Members will
join us in thanking Peter for his
many years of dedicated
service to the club and in his
role as President.
We hope you enjoy your new
found free time although I’m
sure it will be sucked up in the
shed with your head in a rally
car 😊
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KCF Rallysport Short Course Challenge 1 –
GLASTONBURY
Well the 2019 Queensland Rally competition season is well and truly off and racing with
the running of the KCF Rallysport Short Course Challenge No 1 at Glastonbury on
Saturday. Clerk of Course Craig Porter had varied the usual format somewhat and had
chosen two stages including one not used for a while. SS1 Glastonbury at just over 19km
was longer than the norm for these events, which gave an added challenge for crews
to commit to their notes and maintain the concentration. SS2 Brooyar at 3km was a short
sprint, which meant crews could commit fully or decide to take it a little easier. It was
not the stage to pick up much time, but it could certainly be lost.
After a week of showers, Saturday dawned a little ominous with more rain periods moving
through the area. It was going to be a tough and potentially treacherous day. Of the
23 entries, 22 fronted the starter with Jeff Kilbride unfortunately succumbing to engine
issues in the week before. After a briefing at 8.30am the crews headed out for recce.
That proceeded with rain falling at times and sun at others. After the final briefing at
noon, competition was on. The cars headed out with the threat of more rain or equally
of drying conditions creating an extra challenge with varying conditions than those
encountered in recce.
Competition was joined and almost immediately, the complexion of the event and the
leader board was upended. Stage 1 bit hard with multiple victims. Tristan Carrigan was
an early casualty suffering an uncharacteristic rollover. ‘Lucky’ the giant killing Excel
potentially has had its luck run out, but
fortunately all were OK. Tristan had been
enjoying the new big block 2.0
powerplant but reports were it was
torque steering badly and jumping
around on the road. Maybe we have
found the limits of what an Excel can do?
Gerard McConkey went out straight
away as well with a broken lower control
arm on the WRX, followed by Adrian
Coppin losing a turbo boost hose and
having to limp out of stage. He returned
to service and was able to effect repairs
and re-join at the next regroup.
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Not long after Brad Hurford
managed to plant the Falcon
face first into a tree bringing his
and daughter Rach’s day to a
premature end. Fortunately, they
also emerged unscathed. Also on
stage 1, the ever-enthusiastic
Michelle Van Der Wilk in the WRX
had an oil feed line crack and
leak oil all over the engine bay.
She pulled over quickly and had
to use the extinguisher on a small fire, but her day was also run.
So, after completing the first set of stages, the remaining crews returned to Glastonbury
and service, all taken aback a little at the carnage in the field. A quick check of the
results found Shaun Dragona emerging on top outright and 4WD, despite admitting to a
few moments of his own while braking from 170kph with the car jumping around in ruts
searching for grip. Eighteen seconds behind Craig Aggio and Megan Benson were
having a go in the rebuilt Corolla, holding down 2nd outright and 1st in RWD. Marco
Jansen and Ben Logan were leading front wheel in a welcome return in the Polo. Chris
Wedding and Wayne Jeffries were amongst the times in the Datsun 1600.
As the crews lined up to head out for the second pass through the stages, the front wheel
drive field had suffered further blows with Brayden and Blake Wilson out in the Mirage
with first coil pack failure slowing them, and then with that replaced, the ECU decided
enough was enough and the car stopped altogether. They were out for the day. Things
got even worse for the little Mitsubishi rockets when the Reid’s also did not make it back
out with alternator failure. So the 14 survivors re-entered the forest for further competition.
‘Brocky’ Dolan led the field away in the first big
outing for the immaculate Gemini as the vital
Zero car. After many years of helping out in
many ways as an official, it was good to see him
and Alex ‘debut’ in an event sitting that side of
the steering wheel. We hope that we see him
soon on an entry list. Also joining (re-joining) the
field after an absence of some many years
was Gary Dutton being guiding into the
world of notes and rallying in the current
age by Clare Buccini. They were one of 3
debutants in the field. These events are
aimed at the entry-level rallyist as much as
the more experienced crews wanting a run
or some experience, so great to see. After
managing to get in a full schedule of short
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course events last year we can only hope that this indicates they are achieving the aim
of providing some entry-level motorsport.
Somewhat
forewarned
and
experienced
perhaps, the crews managed to complete the
second pass without further incident and
returned to service. The day was now developing
into a particularly nice afternoon with no sign of
further rain to make life any more unpredictable.
So as the shadows lengthened the field headed
out again for the third pass over the two stages.
Adrian Copping and Erin Kelly decided to put the Evo 9 back on the trailer, having
achieved their aim of testing prior to their next major ARC event. With the roads now dry
and all the spins and things out the road, the times came down a little further. Steven
Casper and Brad Jones in one of the more unusual rally cars in the Nissan Skyline were
putting the RB inline 6 cylinder power to good use and were laying down some very good
times and entertaining the onlookers on their way to an eventual 6 th outright and 2nd in
RWD. Unfortunately, the Rally Gods were not finished with the lower end of the field.
Mark Casper and Greg Bankin in the old school Mazda 323 found themselves stuck on a
hill and unable to continue. Dominic
Corkeron had debuted the much
anticipated and beautiful to behold
(and listen to) BMW E30 with the straight
6 cylinder inline BMW engine. Sadly on
the last pass it stepped out and clouted
a stump with the rear wheel breaking a
driveshaft and doing some suspension
and panel damage. He and Dennis
Neagle managed to get it back to
service but their day was done.
Hopefully we see them again soon.
So with the day done, the remaining crews headed back into Parc Ferme as the day
faded. In a final cruel twist, Craig Aggio in the Corolla suffered a puncture in the second
last stage and arrived back at service with a flat left front, but home nonetheless despite
losing bulk time that cost them an otherwise podium finish.
The results were tallied and awards made. Shaun Dragona and Ray Priest emerged on
top outright and in 4WD to earn a well-deserved victory clear of Kim Achworth and Ian
Swinburne in 2nd place. Both happy to have a trouble-free run and get some valuable
experience in an unmarked car. In front wheel drive Marco and Ben took home the
chocolates in the Polo, hope to see you back again boys. A few minutes back, Dale
Hancox and Jason Ives in the Corolla Levin secured the trophy for 2 nd ahead of the
Whitakers having a steady run in the only surviving Mirage making steady improvements
in times as the day went on. In RWD, Chris Wedding and Wayne Jeffries in the Datsun
brought it home a minute ahead of the Skyline of Steven and Brad. If it was not for the
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almost three minutes they lost for some reason in Stage 1, they would have been right
amongst the results.
With the event run and won, it remains to thank the team of officials who pulled the event
together and made it run on the day. Special thanks to Craig Porter for organising the
whole thing, Margaret for putting all the permits in, printing roadbooks and the myriad
other things her and her helpers do before the event. Of course, on the day, she and
Lois did the scoring yet again. Thanks also to the Glastonbury people for use of their
grounds and hall and for catering so well for us all day. There had been much media
coverage on the Queensland Rally Facebook pages so check it out and enjoy. Also
thanks to Brad, Neil Wooley and Scott Coleman at SWC photography for the images.
We look forward to the next event in August in the Benarkin area. Planning is underway
and we hope to re-join competition after everyone has licked their wounds and buffed
out the scars. Of course, the question for the day will we see ‘Lucky’ the Excel again or
is his day done? In which case what are Tristan, Neil and the other ensemble
owner/drivers going to turn up in next?
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On Wednesday 13th March, a bunch of rally-heads gathered at Brisbane Sporting Car Club
headquarters to watch videos and have a good old-fashioned catch up. The first Club Night of
2019 featured round-by-round video packages from the 2018 P3 Solutions Queensland Rally
Championship (QRC), trophy presenting and in-car camera footage battles.
Over 30 people attended, which included a mix of 2018 P3 Solutions QRC competitors, officials
and organisers. After a welcome from Paul Woodward, we watched video packages from last
year’s QRC. There were lots of laughs over the abuse that some of the rally cars copped last year
(mostly poor, poor Excels). Let’s hope they are all getting some love in this long break between
the 2018/2019 seasons.
After the videos, Gerard McConkey (Chairman, Queensland Rally Advisory Panel) and Russell
Hewett (P3 Solutions, 2018 and 2019 QRC sponsor) presented championship awards to people
who could not be at the official dinner in February.
Rodney and Belinda Reid travelled all the way from the Sunny Coast to
pick up their 2nd outright 2WD awards. Brad Jones’ proud parents Matt
and Julie came to applaud he and Ben Crisp’s 1st outright Novice
Category win. Tony Best was also there, and was surprised to learn he
was the recipient of a Classic Class Award. As Gerard McConkey
remarked, “it wouldn’t be a trophy presentation without awarding
something to this man”!
We then watched in-car footage battles, where 2 competitors’ in-car camera stage footage were
transposed onto the same screen. It was a fascinating way to identify where speed is gained and
lost - from uncertain calls, to driver whoopsies and vehicle power and handling differences.
Because of the limited footage available, only 3 battles were contested:
Aggio & Benson V Carrigan & Woolley at Border Ranges (Carrigan & Woolley = victors)
Swart & Stean V Menzies & McGowan at Manumbar (Marius unfortunately stalled the VW Polo,
so Menzies / McGowan were the winners)
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Bergmann & Biggar V Swart & Stean at Benarkin (exactly the same time!).
After the videos, there was lots of chatting while in-car videos ran in the background. We
watched a bunch of stages including:
Ryan Williams & Meeka Killbride at Jimna (the WAHOOs! at the end were awesome)
Jess Heitmann & Grant Burisch from Imbil (so loud in that RX7, goodness knows how Jesse can
hear a word Grant is saying)
Gerard McConkey & Matt Davidson’s off at Benarkin (ouch)
ridiculous driving from Tristan Carrigan at Border Ranges (with Mad Dog Woolley enjoying the
ride).
Attendees were a veritable “who’s who” of last year’s season and #QLDRally2019. Cameron
Henry managed to sort out his complex work commitments to get his pre-season rally fix. Larisa
Biggar and Claire Buccini sat up the back of the room, sharing co-driver secrets and other such
sorcery. Peter Clydesdale’s distinctive laugh was heard often.
Dave Bannister rocked up in his newly acquired, immaculate steel grey Mitsubishi Evo 8 MR which
had the whole building humming with its great exhaust note. Dave seemed rather unconvinced
by our idea to rally it, even though he was pretty amazed by the Evo’s ability to “just GO, no
matter what I throw at it”.
Sam Donovan asked to sign up. But when directed to the sign on sheet for the evening, he said
“no, how do I join the club?!” Sam has been restoring Barry Ferguson’s famous 1976 VW, and
getting to the point where he wants to glean a few finishing tips before heading to the forest. It
was fortunate that Tristan Carrigan just happened to have Lucky the Rally Hyundai down in the
car park to give Sam a bit of a run through of the required safety equipment. Welcome to the
Brisbane Sporting Car Club Sam, and we hope to see you at another event soon!
Arthur Roper also attended, having volunteered as an official at Queensland rallies for over 12
years. He brought Desley McGlen along, who confessed that she attended her first event at the
P3 Solutions Benarkin Rally last year. We hope to see them both at the KCF Glastonbury
Rallysprint on 6 April, and Whitsunday Rally in May.
Overall, it was a great night of catching up, bonding over last year’s skids and swapping plans for
the 2019 season.

Thank you
Melinda for
organising a
great night..!!
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Date

Venue

Program

Wednesday 15th May
(date changed from 8th
May)

Brisbane Sporting Car
Club – Clubroom

Co-drivers School ;
All new content and fresh look at
this role.

Wednesday 17th July

Brisbane Sporting Car
Club – Clubroom

Drivers night ;
Special Guests confirmed 😊
Ed Ordynski & Iain Stewart

Wednesday 14th August

TBC

TBC

Wednesday 16th
October

Brisbane Sporting Car
Club - Clubrooms

CAMS Women in Motorsport
Commission presentation ;
Guest presenter – Jessica Dane
Chair of the Commission and
Commercial Operations for Red
Bull Holden Racing Team.
A special night for women in
motorsport (blokes are welcome
too!)
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CAMS SERVICE AWARDS
AT THE RECENT CAMS EVENING OF CHAMPIONS A NUMBER OF PEOPLE RECEIVED CAMS SERVICE
AWARDS.
They included Margaret Mackay who received the SERVICE STAR AWARD
PLUS :
Bill Crouch
-Service Award
Shaun Dragona
– Service Award
David Jamieson
– Service Award
Margot Knowles
– Service Award
Robert McLean
– Service Award

CONGRATULATIONS
MARG – WELL DESERVED

CAMS Official of
the year –
Athol Wilcox
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Bob never short of a few words
accepting his award at the CAMS
Evening of Champions.
Congratulations Bob for your years
of hard work volunteering in our
sport.
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The event has now come and gone by five weeks and as they say, ‘it’s been done and
dusted’. There has never been a truer statement, as it certainly was dusty and I am sure
our lungs are glad that it’s now all behind us. It turned out quite a successful event with
no competitor complaints only favourable remarks and everyone enjoyed themselves
even the Officials who had to contend with the wind and dust. Some of us looked like
we had just spent a day underground in a coal mine we were that black, especially Athol
Wilcox who copped his fair share of dust being the starter.
I must say, I was nervous for a week leading into the close of entries, as the two previous Off
Road Events I organised had to be
cancelled due to lack of entries, but
with 28 entries on entry close I was
reasonably happy until cyclone Oma
appeared on the horizon causing us to
lose two entries.
Then later losing
another through not having a car ready
to race. However, we continued, but
wondering whether it would be wet, or
wet and windy, and whether again it
would have to be postponed. I was not
looking forward to again facing my
associates on the Board.
Nevertheless, forward march, and off we went with our reduced Entry List of 26entries. See
the list in last month’s Brisport.
Friday, I arrived on the property with all our helpers to set up, and only having the wind to
deal with and no rain. So windy in fact, as quick as you drove wooden pegs into the ground
the wind blew them out behind you, let alone trying to erect bunting, barrier mesh and
signage. However, we were able to set-up the course without too much interference from
above. The thought was, the wind wouldn’t be too bad as we were positioned in between
two massive ranges but hello, they funnelled the wind straight down the valley onto us with
increased intensity by tenfold. Eventually, home we went wondering what the next day
would bring.
Saturday morning arrived with a slight drop in the wind’s intensity, but still in the direction of
HQ.
Frantically, we finished the total set-up and the event started on time at 08:00hrs for
Documentation and Scrutiny followed by Drivers Briefing at 10:00hrs, then heat one at
11:00hrs. With the no shows taken out we had a field of 22 cars to face the starter which were
divided into four groups ranging from 4 to 6 competitors in each group.
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Competition was fierce, resulting in
minor seeding adjustments which
continued
throughout
the
weekend depending on times
taken. Heat 2 got under way at
approximately 13:00hrs and the toll
was starting to tell on some
machines with engine issues,
suspension problems and the odd
flat tyre. At least the competitors
were happy seeing the wind blew
the dust off the course, but not sure
all our Check Point and Recovery
Personal managed to stay clear of
it.
Sunday arrived and still blowing, we
had 17 starters ready to thrash it
out, and by day end only 12
finished heat 5. The provisional results also printed in March’s Brisport showed the closeness
of the racing. I must say, the driving standards by all competitors was excellent with no
incidents to report, and they conducted themselves in a professional manner which they can
all be proud of.
Trophy Presentation was held after the event and having the Sponsors and the Property
Owner to present the trophies was great. A huge thanks must go to David from RevRange
Components for designing and making the trophies, along with his sponsorship money for the
Series as was Derrick’s from DJK and German Autos. Everyone who attended Trophy
Presentation thanked and showed their appreciation to Neville Pitman and his Dad with a
round of applause for allowing the event to be run on their property during these trying dry
days where there is a lack of feed and water for their cattle.
The catering ran really well with the Rib Steak, Meat Steakettes, Sausages and Bacon tasting
absolutely fantastic, which was supplied by Joel from the Gatton Meat Centre. I must thank
Joel for his willingness to assist us by coming down and opening his shop up at 05:00 hrs on
Sunday Morning so we could top up our supplies. Thanks, must also go to Carmel Wilcox,
Leslie Lawrence, Peter Clysdale, Mike and Larraine Verrall and their band of willing helpers
including a new member to our catering crew, Billy Spurway one of my first-year apprentices
from Saab Care. Not only can he tighten nuts and bolts he can now cook. We also enjoyed
the presence of Paul Woodward and Iain Stewart to kick off the cooking for breakfast and
stayed on until they had to leave at 14:00hrs for the Rally Reunion Dinner.
Our Officials over the weekend were absolutely great, and for whom I can only have the
utmost admiration, and I thank them sincerely, and I’m glad to say that we were able to
provide them lunch to their liking along with drinks of their preference. To all the Officials who
travelled from afar and to Mick and Larraine Verrall for bringing their caravan so we could
use it as a wind break, I thank you.
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Overall the event ran exceptionally well without any major mishaps, except for mechanical
failures which Round 1 was also designed for, and that, was to have a shakedown and ferret
out any deficiencies or faults before Round 1 of the AORC at St. George on the first weekend
of April.
Above all, I am pleased to say that we came through the weekend without making a loss
which makes the effort worthwhile.
Well, that’s Round 1 done and dusted and dusty it was.
Round 2 is scheduled for the 9th and 10th November, 2019.

Barry Neuendorff
Clerk of Course
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As 2019 is NOW HERE the following dates have been submitted and ratified by CAMS,
State Council and Rally Panel.
It would be great to see some new Clerk’s of Course in the mix and the short course
challenge events are the ideal training ground for new people. We’ve got some idea’s
on new venues’s for these events and would love to have someone new/fresh set up to
take on one of the new areas. There are plenty of people to guide you through the
process so put your hand up and have a go!

2019 EVENTS CALENDAR
Month Date
Jun

15

Event Name
SR Automotive Manumbar
Rally

Venue

Event Status

Event Type

Rd

Manumbar

QRC

Rally

2

Aug

10

BSCC Short Course Challenge

Benarkin

Multi-Club

Rally

2

Sep

14

Hinterland Rally

Imbil

QRC

Rally

4

Oct

26

BSCC Short Course Challenge

TBA

Multi-Club

Rally

3

Nov

9-10

Mulgowie Short Course

Mulgowie

Multi-Club

Off-Road

2
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
https://www.facebook.com/SRAutomotiveManumbarRally
www.facebook.com/BenarkinRally
https://www.facebook.com/cmpconsultingglastonburyrally

If you’re on Twitter you can search for us

@Brisporting
https://twitter.com/Brisporting
Find us and follow us for all the latest info and motorsport
tweet, tweets!
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ............................... Peter Flynn
Vice President ....................... Paul Woodward
Secretary ............................... Margot Knowles
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Club Captain ......................... Ryan Preston
Immediate Past President ... Barry Neuendorff
Board Member……..Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Peter Flynn, Tony Kabel, Paul Woodward,
Margot Knowles, Craig Porter, Russell Hewett, Dominic Corkeron, David Bannister, John Coleman
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Officials Liaison Officer………..Iain Robertson
Social Media………………Adrian Clark, Peter Flynn & Margot Knowles

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: margot@salestactics.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au

If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay ; it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or returned
Members to our Club.
Welcome to:
Sam Donovan – Member No: 4991
Shane Davis – Member No: 4990
Jayson Oliver – Member No: 4987
Angela Dutton – Member No: 4988
Christopher Rosch – Member No: 4989
Cahal Carey – Member No: 4992
Ronnie Bustard – Member No: 4993
Old Member re-joining:
Mark Stacey – Member No: 3980
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online

https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.

